In a previous paper (Dunnill, 1962) , various quantitative methods were described for use in studying the pathological anatomy of the lung. These methods were developed from those used in the normal lung by E. R. Weibel, and their theoretical basis has been described fully by him (Weibel, 1963 ). An essential preliminary procedure was the selection of blocks of lung tissue to be sectioned for histological analysis, and a method of stratified random sampling was described. It is the purpose of this paper to assess the efficiency of this method in a series of samples from a normal and an emphysematous subject.
In a previous paper (Dunnill, 1962) , various quantitative methods were described for use in studying the pathological anatomy of the lung. These methods were developed from those used in the normal lung by E. R. Weibel, and their theoretical basis has been described fully by him (Weibel, 1963 ). An essential preliminary procedure was the selection of blocks of lung tissue to be sectioned for histological analysis, and a method of stratified random sampling was described. It is the purpose of this paper to assess the efficiency of this method in a series of samples from a normal and an emphysematous subject.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Normal lungs were obtained from a woman, 55 years old, who died of a head injury in an automobile accident. There was no recognizable lung disease present. The abnormal lungs came from a woman of 60 years who suffered from a severe degree of centrilobular emphysema. The centrilobular spaces were scattered fairly uniformly throughout both lungs and accounted for 43% of the lung volume, as determined by the pointcounting method on the gross specimen (Dunnill, 1962) . The lungs from both cases were treated in an identical manner. They were removed from the cadaver with extreme care to avoid puncturing the pleura and were then inflated with air to what was estimated as total lung capacity. The volumes of the inflated lungs were measured by water displacement, the mean of five measurements being taken. They were fixed with formalin steam by the method of Weibel and Vidone (1961) and allowed to float in Zenker's solution overnight.
The volumes of the fixed organs were then measured by water displacement. The determination of the fresh and the fixed volumes allowed for the calculation of a factor, f3, for the correc-I Present address: Department of Pathology, The Radcliffe tnfirmary, Oxford. tion of fixed volumes to fresh volumes, the values f2 and f being the correction factors for area and linear measurements, respectively, on the assumption that shrinkage is equal in each dimension. In both these cases the value of f3 was 1-82. The lungs were then cut through the hilum into a series of 1 cm. thick parallel slices. The volume of the parenchyma, as opposed to the nonparenchyma consisting of blood vessels and airways greater than 0-1 cm. in diameter, was determined by the simple point-counting method described by Dunnill (1962) . Thesliceswereplaced side by side on a flat surface and each slice was covered completely with a piece of cellophane on which was drawn a grid composed of squares of side 1 cm. The corners of each square were perforated so that the resulting hole would admit a pin head. The squares were numbered consecutively. If 20 blocks were required and 10 slices were present, the first square was selected by means of the random number table and the second square by addition of a constant number to the chosen random number.
This procedure avoids the unlikely, but possible, event of sampling two adjacent areas which might occur with pure random sampling employing no system of stratification. Furthermore. blocks from the hilum must be excluded because large bronchi and blood vessels are present and there is little or no parenchyma. When a square had been selected a pin was passed through the perforation at the top left-hand corner of the square, and, when all the squares had been chosen, the grids were removed, leaving the pins in situ. Blocks of tissue were cut out of the lung with the pin placed arbitrarily at the top left-hand corner of the block. The size of the blocks was kept as uniform as possible, 2-8 x 2 0 x I 0 cm. being found to be convenient. Each (Hennig, 1958) . This method has been fully described in a previous paper (Dunnill, 1962) . Five hundred points were counted on each slide, using the low power of the microscope, and these were found to cover the entire section. Niumber of alveoli The method used was that described by Weibel and Gomez (1962 a) . In the normal lung, the alveolar transections were counted in 10 fields on each slide. The fields were outlined by a square grating drawn on an eyepiece graticule. In the normal lung the area of the square was 9 08 x 10-3 cm.2 In the abnormal lung, a slightly different graticule was used with an area of 9 13 x 103 cm.2 The method is fully describ2d in the original paper. The number of alveoli, N, in a unit volume is given by n3,2(1 N-/ where n is the number of alveolar transections in a unit area, p is the volume proportion of alveoli, and /3 is a shape constant which for normal alveoli was estimated by Weibel and Gomez to have a value of 155. Alveolar surface area The mean linear intercept method of Campbell and Tomkeieff (1952) and Hennig (1956) was employed. Crossed hair lines, each measuring 0235 cm., were placed on 10 fields on each section of both normal and abnormal lungs, and the number of intercepts with respiratory tissue was counted. The mean linear intercept, Lm, was then calculated from the number of intercepts, m, the length of the line, 0 235 cm., and the number of times the line was placed on the sections, N, from
The alveolar surface area, S, then follows from
where V is the volume of the processed lung parenchyma. This value for S has then to be multiplied by the factor converting processed areas to fresh areas, p2f2, which in both these cases was 182.
SELECTION OF MICROSCOPIC FIELDS FOR HISTOLOGJ-
CAL ANALYSIS The selection of fields in which to count the number of alveolar transections or the number of intercepts presents a problem similar to that of the selection of blocks on the gross specimen. In order to obtain a representative and unbiased selection of fields, a random sampling procedure was adopted. The vertical and horizontal micrometer gauges on the mechanical stage of the microscope were employed together with a table of three digit random numbers. These numbers were used to give references on the horizontal and vertical gauges, and by this method 10 fields were easily selected.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The estimates for the number of alveoli and for the alveolar surface area, in both the normal and the abnormal lung, are given in Table I . It is The F values show that the differences between slides, and between fields within slides, are both significant at the 0-1% level.
The estimate of the proportion is 0-15305 and the standard error is 0-0065. ;e2 = 0-12723 orf2 = 0 00123 S2 = 0 00120 intercepts, is due to the great variation in shape and size of the normal alveoli in an emphysematous lung and also to the difficulty of identifying, with certainty, all the normal alveoli in a given area on a given section of lung. An analysis of variance can be applied to the estimate of the volume proportions. In the normal lung the differences within slides and between slides are not significant. In the emphysematous lung this is not so. In this case, 20,000 points were counted on 40 slides. The position of each point was assessed, and the points were recorded in fields of 100 points. Thus, every 100 points, the number lying in each of the components, alveolar air, alveolar duct air, abnormal air space air, tissue, and vessels was listed. There were five fields for each slide. The analysis of variance for alveolar air, alveolar duct air, and abnormal air space air is given in Tables II, III , and IV. The F values show that the variance between slides, and beteen fields within slides, are both siginificant at the 0-1% level. Thus it is possible to calculate the standard error of the volume proportions of the various components if, say, only 10 blocks of tissue had been selected. Assuming 100 points were counted per field, and there were five fields per slide, the standard errors for the proportions of alveolar air, duct air, and abnormal air space air would be 0-024, 0-013, and 0-034 respectively.
It can be seen that with as few as five blocks of tissue in the normal lung and 10 blocks in the abnormal lung a fairly accurate estimate of quantitative anatomical data can be obtained. In the normal lung the final values for the number of alveoli and for the alveolar surface area are in good agreement with those of Weibel and Gomez (1962 b) . The figures for the number of alveolar transections and for the number of intercepts, together with their corresponding analyses of variance, illustrate well the uniformity of the normal lung parenchyma.
In the emphysematous lung the mean linear intercept method is particularly reliable when used with this method of sampling. This is because it is independent of the size, shape, and configuration of the structures whose total surface area is being estimated. The greater variation in the estimation of the numbers of alveoli in this lung is due to a combination of factors. Probably the most important of these is the variation in shape of the remaining normal alveoli in this 
